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ВАРІАНТ №***** 
I. Choose A, B, C or D to complete each sentence. 

1. I’d like to ___ a table for five for Thursday evening, please. 

(A) ask  (B) take   (C) apply  (D) book 

2. She feels ___ when she has to speak in public. 

(A) offended (B) irritable   (C) astonished  (D) stressed 

3. She is highly-skilled ___ making high-quality furniture. 

(A) to (B) for   (C) in   (D) on 

4. The log cabin was in a(n) ___ spot miles away from anyone. 

(A) spacious (B) isolated  (C) stylish  (D) cosy  

5. He always wears very modern clothes because he wants to make a fashion ___ . 

(A) opinion (B) sentence  (C) statement  (D) view 

6. Having worked non-stop for almost six months, he decided to take a(n) ___ break and 

return on Monday morning. 

(A) day (B) extended   (C) flying  (D) weekend 

7. Up until midnight, one group of soldiers were keeping watch, then another group took ___ . 

(A) in  (B) up    (C) over  (D) on 

8. This Maths problem is really difficult. It will take me some time to work it ___ . 

(A) up (B) out   (C) off   (D) over 

9. Governments need to look ___ ways to conserve natural resources. 

(A) down (B) in   (C) up   (D) into 

10. The meal was delicious, especially the main ___ . 

(A) appetiser (B) dessert  (C) course  (D) starter 

11. For such an old house, it is in excellent ___ . 

(A) state (B) condition  (C) form  (D) shape 

12. He earns a lot of money, but he’s such a reckless ___ that over the last three years he’s got 

into serious debt. 

(A) spendthrift              (B) idler                         (C) waster  (D) financier 

13. America holds ___ elections every four years. 

(A) presidential (B) president   (C) presiding  (D) presided 

14. In ___, we’d like you to leave. 

(A) quick (B) fast   (C) brief  (D) speed  

15. Your lawyer can request ___ to documents regarding the sale of the property. 

(A) access (B) entry   (C) availability (D) permission 

16. The injury destroyed his hopes of being ___ world champion. 

(A) peaked (B) crowned   (C) awarded  (D) topped 

17. They don’t need to advertise, they get most of their business by word of ___ . 

(A) mouth (B) legend  (C) myth  (D) ear 

18. The kind of exercises you can do depends on your ___ of fitness. 

(A) stage (B) level  (C) step  (D) phase  

19. We had a ___ sale to sell off all the stuff we found in the attic. 
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(A) parking  (B) garage  (C) station  (D) garden 

20. The aircraft experienced severe ___ during the final approach, but the pilot kept his cool 

and landed it safely. 

(A) turbulence                  (B) instability   (C) unsteadiness (D) wavering 

21. The road was very ___ as a result of the overnight frost. 

(A) slippery  (B) slick  (C) slimy  (D) greasy 

22. Following the accident, Sheila has been advised to take it ___ for a while. 

(A) careful  (B) slow  (C) gradual  (D) easy 

23. Building on this part of the island is ___ . 

(A) disallowed  (B) precluded  (C) barred  (D) prohibited 

24. Sniffer dogs are able to locate survivors beneath the rubble with ___ . 

(A) precision  (B) correctness (C) meticulousness (D) exactitude 

25. The team’s ___ was low having lost five games in a row. 

(A) morality  (B) moral  (C) morale  (D) morals 

26. They haven’t selected the candidates for interview yet because there’s a ___ of 

applications. 

(A) build-up  (B) back-up  (C) backlog  (D) backing 

27. Many ___ of reptiles are popular as pets. 

(A) varieties  (B) types  (C) forms  (D) species 

28. As far as the weather is concerned, we can expect a ___ performance of last year’s low 

temperatures. 

(A) repeat   (B) revised  (C) recurring  (D) persistent 

29. A willingness to make a fool of oneself is the ___ requirement for being a contestant on 

reality shows. 

(A) unique   (B) sole  (C) individual  (D) exclusive 

30. The coach really ___ the team through their paces. 

(A) placed   (B) pushed  (C) taken  (D) put 

 


